Bellissimo Classico
£995

Bellissimo Classico Grand
£1395

Bellissimo Perfetto
£1695

Bellissimo Perfetto - Fine Art
£1995

Bellissimo Harris Tweed
£2795

30 page 10”x8” Bellissimo Classico
Album with up-to 60 photographs.

40 page 12”x10” Bellissimo Classico
Album, with up-to 80 photographs.

50 page 14”x10” Bellissimo Perfetto
Album, with up-to 100 photographs.

60 page 16”x12” Perfetto Fine Art
Album with up-to 120 photographs.

A 60 page 12”x12”
Harris Tweed
Album with up-to 120 photographs.

4.5 hours uninterrupted coverage.

6.5 hours uninterrupted coverage.

8.5 hours uninterrupted coverage.

10.5 hours uninterrupted coverage.

12 hours uninterrupted coverage.

One professional photographer.

Two professional photographers.

Two professional photographers.

Two professional photographers.

Two professional photographers.

A custom USB containing up-to 200
edited digital images.

A custom USB containing up-to 300
edited digital images.

A custom USB containing up-to 400
edited digital images.

Two custom USB’s containing up-to
500 edited digital images.

Two custom USB’s containing up-to 600
edited digital images.

A private password protected online
gallery, perfect for sharing with family
and friends.

A private password protected online
gallery, perfect for sharing with family
and friends.

A private password protected online
gallery, perfect for sharing with family
and friends.

A private password protected online
gallery, perfect for sharing with family
and friends.

A complimentary pre-wedding shoot.

A complimentary pre-wedding shoot.

A complimentary pre-wedding shoot.

A genuine leather album cover from a
choice of 20 different colours.

A genuine leather rear and spine
album cover in a choice of 20 different
colours, with an Alumini front cover
featuring a photograph of your choice
in stunning brushed satin aluminium,
finished with Kodak Professional
Endura Metallic photographic paper.

A genuine Harris Tweed wedding album
printed on Cotton Smooth Fine Art
textured paper, including a Harris Tweed
Bag and genuine leather
personalisation tag with your initials
embossed on the front.

A 20”x16” signing board, perfect for
your guests to leave a congratulatory
message to last a lifetime.

A 20”x16” signing board, perfect for
your guests to leave a congratulatory
message to last a lifetime.

Two 12”x9” genuine leather duplicate
downscaled parents albums, these are exact
smaller versions of your main wedding album,
perfect for giving to the parents as a thank you

Two 8”x8” genuine leather duplicate downscaled
parents albums, these are exact smaller versions
of your main wedding album, perfect for giving
to the parents as a thank you from the bride and
groom.

from the bride and groom.

4 6”x6” Memento albums, downscaled versions
of your main album, perfect for your

WEDDING COVERAGE AND ALBUM COLLECTIONS IN DETAIL
Bellissimo Classico - £995
This beautiful package is designed for smaller or midweek weddings.
The Bellissimo Classico comprises of one photographer starting around 45 minutes before the wedding ceremony, and ﬁnishing just after the
speeches prior to the wedding breakfast.
Providing up-to 4.5 hours of uninterrupted photography coverage.
A beautiful hand made 30 page 10" x 8" book bound Bellissimo Classico Album featuring up to 60 photographs and presented in a choice of 4
diﬀerent coloured leatherette covers.
A custom USB containing a minimum of 200 high resolution images with a license for non-commercial personal use. Perfect for sharing with
family and friends.

Bellissimo Classico Grand - £1395
Our Bellissimo Classico Grand Collection is an upgrade to the Classico and allows for up-to 6.5 hours of uninterrupted photographic coverage
on the wedding day.
Starting at the bridal preparations all the way through to the speeches before the wedding breakfast.
This collection is a timeless masterpiece designed in a simple fashion ensuring it will stand the test of time, meaning it will look as great in
twenty years time as it does today.
This collection also beneﬁts from a complimentary pre-wedding day shoot.
The Classico Grand is a timeless 40 page 12" x 10" Book Bound Bellissimo Classico Album presented in a choice of 4 leatherette coloured covers
or a clear crystal iced acrylic photo cover, featuring up to 80 photographs.
Two professional photographers attending your wedding, allowing us to capture the full magic of your big day.
Up-to 300 images supplied on a custom USB in full high-resolution print-ready format, fully licensed for non-commercial personal use, ensuring
no hidden reprint costs, perfect for sharing with family and friends.
A private password protected gallery on my website.

WEDDING COVERAGE AND ALBUM COLLECTIONS IN DETAIL
Bellissimo Perfetto - £1695
The Bellissimo Perfetto Album Collection is printed on the ﬁnest metallic photographic art paper available and wrapped in a beautiful genuine
leather cover with the bride and grooms name and wedding date embossed into the leather.
This is an absolutely stunning collection.
The collection allows for 8.5 hours of uninterrupted photographic coverage, starting at the bridal preparation through to the ﬁrst dance.
This collection is a timeless masterpiece designed in a simple fashion ensuring it will stand the test of time, meaning it will look as great in
twenty years time as it does today.
This collection also beneﬁts from a complimentary pre-wedding day shoot.
The Perfetto is a breathtaking 50 page 14" x 10" lay ﬂat album featuring up-to 100 photographs, presented in a choice of 4 genuine leather
covers and includes the bride and groom's name and the date of the wedding embossed into the leather.
Two professional photographers in attendance throughout your wedding day allowing us to capture the full magic of the big day.
Up to 8.5 hours of uninterrupted photographic coverage of your day from the bridal party getting ready until the ﬁrst dance.
Up-to 400 images supplied on a custom USB in full high-resolution print-ready format, fully licensed for non-commercial personal use ensuring
no hidden reprint costs . Perfect for sharing with family and friends.

Add two parents albums to this collection for just £195 if ordered at the time of booking, these are downscaled duplicate versions of your main
wedding album, perfect for giving to the parents as a thank you from the bride and groom. (Normally £295).
Also, ask us about our duplicate main album oﬀer for this collection, the album will be an exact like for like copy of your main album including
page ﬁnishes, album coverings and front covers, and all at a heavily reduced one oﬀ price of £500. Please note this must be ordered and paid
for at the original time of the album going to print.

WEDDING COVERAGE AND ALBUM COLLECTIONS IN DETAIL
Bellissimo Perfetto Fine Art - £1995
For the discerning customer who is looking for complete coverage of their wedding day, from the bridal preparations right the way through to

the evening dancing celebrations.
This is the top album in our designer Perfetto collection. Hand made for the couple who just can't settle for anything less than spectacular this
package is sure to tick all the right boxes.
This new addition to our range has very quickly become one of our most popular albums, and it's clear to see why.
With its stunning Fine Art Alumini (aluminium) front cover featuring your favourite photograph from your wedding to grace its cover, wrapped in
beautiful genuine leather, this storybook is the ultimate in luxury and really has to be seen to be appreciated.
A stunning 60 page 14" x 10" Book Bound Bellissimo Perfetto Designer Album presented to you in a choice of 20 genuine leather colours and
printed on the ﬁnest high gloss metallic photographic art paper available, featuring up to 120 photographs to grace the pages.
Includes up to 10.5 hours of uninterrupted photography coverage from bridal preparations all the way through to the fourth dance.
Two professional photographers in attendance throughout your wedding day allowing us to capture the full magic of the big day.
Two matching custom USB’s containing up-to 500 images supplied in full high-resolution print-ready format, and fully licensed for noncommercial personal use, ensuring no hidden reprint costs. Perfect for sharing with family and friends.
And a private password protected gallery on our website for you and our guests to download complimentary photographs of your big day.
This collection also beneﬁts from a pre-wedding day shoot and a stunning 20" x 16" framed signing board of your favourite pre-wedding image,
perfect for your guests to leave a congratulatory message on your wedding day to last a lifetime; and will be your ﬁrst piece of wall art as
husband and wife.
Also included in this package are two stunning parent albums, these are genuine leather 12”x9” duplicate downscaled versions of your main
wedding album, perfect for giving to your parents as a thank you from the bride and groom, the ultimate keepsake.
Please ask us about our duplicate main album oﬀer for this collection, the album will be an exact like for like copy of your main album including
cover styles, material options and page ﬁnishes, and all at a heavily reduced one oﬀ price of £500. Please note this must be ordered and paid for
at the original time of the album going to print.

WEDDING COVERAGE AND ALBUM COLLECTIONS IN DETAIL
The Harris Tweed Fine Art - £2795
Created using renowned fabric sourced from the Outer Hebrides of Scotland, this luxurious Harris Tweed album is an industry ﬁrst.
Carefully hand-crafted and beautifully ﬁnished, this tweed-adorned album is complimented with matching Harris Tweed Bag and Personalised
Leather Tag accessories.
Iconic style meets luxury album, The Bellissimo Harris Tweed Album takes this and pushes it to a whole new level !
Printed on a luxurious white heavyweight cotton-smooth ﬁne art textured paper, and adorned in a choice of two timeless genuine Harris Tweed
material options, Country Herringbone with Genuine Tan Leather or City Grey with Genuine Black Leather.
Laser etching on the album front panel and the leather personalisation tag are included in this package, along with a matching Harris Tweed
bag to compliment and protect your beautiful album.
Bespoke in design and crafted with the customer in mind who is looking for something completely diﬀerent, something timeless and special
that has been traditionally hand-crafted on the Scottish Isle of Harris, and is totally unique to us and individually bespoke.
Two professional photographers providing complete coverage of your full wedding day, from the bride and groom preparations all the way
through to the evening dancing celebrations, we will be right there with you capturing your every moment. (up-to 12 hours continuously)
A stunning 60 page 12" x 12" Harris Tweed designer Bellissimo Album and designer Harris Tweed bag, featuring up to 120 photographs.
Up-to 600 images supplied on two custom USB’s in full high-resolution print ready format fully licensed for non-commercial personal use,
ensuring no hidden reprint costs. Perfect for sharing with family and friends.
And a private password protected gallery on our website for you and our guests to download complimentary photographs of your big day.
This collection also beneﬁts from a pre-wedding day shoot and a stunning 20" x 16" framed signing board of your favourite pre-wedding image,
perfect for your guests to leave a congratulatory message to last a lifetime, and will be your ﬁrst piece of wall art as husband and wife.
Two leather 8" x 8" parent albums are included in this collection, these are downscaled duplicate versions of your main wedding album, perfect
for giving to the parents as a thank you from the bride and groom. The ultimate keepsake for your loved ones.

Six Memento Albums are also included, these are small paper duplicates of your main album, perfect for presenting to your Bridesmaids and
Groomsmen as a token of your appreciation of their importance on your big day.
Please ask us about our duplicate main album oﬀer for this Harris Tweed collection, the album will be an exact like for like copy of your main
album including cover styles, material options and page ﬁnishes, and all at a heavily reduced one oﬀ price of £950.
Please note this must be ordered and paid for at the original time of the album going to print.

WEDDING COVERAGE ONLY - NO ALBUM £795
If you don’t require an album we oﬀer a coverage only service, this is everything taken care of on your wedding day.
One photographer arriving at the church or venue approximately 45 minutes before the ceremony starts.
Capturing the Groom, groomsmen and your families and guest arrival.
The Bridal Party arriving, followed by the Bride and her Fathers entrance.
Photographs of the ceremony, formals, guests and reception photographs until the speeches before the wedding breakfast.
Up-to 4.5 hours uninterrupted photographic coverage.
Your images will be presented to you as high resolution digital ﬁles an a USB, perfect for making prints, with a licence for non-commercial
personal use.

EXTRAS:
Add two parents albums to any collection for just £195 if ordered at the time of booking.
These are downscaled duplicate versions of the main wedding album.
Perfect for giving to the parents of the bride and groom as a thank you.
(Normally £295)

Add six Memento albums to a collection, these are small paper duplicates of your main album, perfect for presenting to your Bridesmaids and
Groomsmen as a token of your appreciation of their importance on your big day. £150
Please ask us about our duplicate main album oﬀer, the album will be an exact like for like copy of your main album including cover styles,
material options and page ﬁnishes, and all at a heavily reduced one oﬀ price of £500. Please note this must be ordered and paid for at the
original time of the album going to print. Only available on Bellissimo Perfetto and Bellissimo Perfetto Fine Art albums.
(Add £950 on Harris Tweed Albums)
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